
Dear 	 1/:2/92 Muss, 	 :  

Alai  frogertips sdlit, typing with one that hurts leant. Thanks.> for the casaotte, 

now a duplicate. 

None of their ideas and solution theories any good. I agreed to be interviewed 

about 4 yrs ago only on promise there would be no theories. If this interaets you maybe 

we can go into it later. Eapecialay if you can get here witla those intereating things 

you refer to. 

Olivdr Stone is a clever, mendacious, commercializing, expleiting monster, details 

later, who used the R.N. assatadnation as the vehicle for saying what he slanted to say 

about Viet Nam. it ara the one who started the exposure when he ignored my warning that 

he could produce only a fraud and a travesty from Garrison' :a book. 

Helauva book ia this. In not up to it but I've more than enough for 110:1;;.: Oliver 

Stone's kiardi Gras :elution to the .iV assasaination. 

Do you have a tape or a cassette of his siieech an questions? .I planted the one that 

asked him hiw he could proceed with the movie after being told that he could notbelieve 

a .:ord Garri:on said. He i:ade no answer, talking about somethibg else. Not reported. 

I was taped to be on Nightline last night. I can't heap getting up very early so 

I have to be abed by 8. Lil fell asleep so I ;Lwow n6thiag about wilat was aired. And 

would like to. I'm keeping a file on his movie for the historical record if you ever 

see anything isteresting. 

He was not interested in fact. His movie is based on the nutty theories aml:aost 

of taose he consulted are oonajiracy nuts. The few others are no nuts but are hohked 

on baseless theories. 
Best, 



1-18-92 

Dear Harold, 

I'm sorry to be so late in sending this to you, but here it is. It's the 

full five episodesx of that series that ran on A & E. Unfortunately, it's 

not a good copy -- the colors are off. If you need a better copy let me 

know and I'll try to have one done at higher speed which might give better 

resolution. I'd be interesting to know what you think about the ideas they 

present. By the way, you're on the first episode and the last. 

I heard some of Oliver Stone's address to the Washington Press Club. 

He talks like he discovered this stuff and no one knew about it until now. 

Lots of intresting things to tell you, but I'll close now to get this in the 

mail finally. 

Russell Trunzo 
R. R. 2 Box 177 
Tomkins Cove, N. Y. 10986 

914-786-3867 


